Включення до тематичного списку загальноправових,
галузевих та міжгалузевих юридичних термінів здійснюється як
на основі методичних, так і лінгвістичних принципів, до яких
належать принцип семантичної цінності, принцип словотвірної
цінності та принцип багатозначності слова.
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USING THE INTERNET TO LEARN ENGLISH

Nowadays the majority of people worldwide are internet
subscribers. The internet has provided us with fantastic opportunities
to stay connected, get hold of modern and current information and
find resources for anything from getting a good job to practicing
your English with cosmic amounts of online grammar exercises,
reading, writing and listening activities, and speaking games.
Additionally, despite the fact that internet demonstrates itself as a
good English language learning tool many students, educators,
scientists still need evidence of effectiveness.
Online education is widely extending and is trying to get the
place of conventional methods of teaching and learning. There are
different ways in which teaching and learning can be made more
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efficient especially in program delivery through the use of the
technology.
Dr.Catherine Murungi (a lecturer at Kenyatta
University) writes that E-learning refers to the kind of learning
conducted via electronic media and devices such as computers,
mobile phones, iPads etc., to deliver part, or the whole course
through in-school or full distance learning [4, p.327]. So, E-learning
can happen in or out of classroom or the learning context.
Though English as a second or foreign language is vastly
thought all over the world, the internet as a means of English
language learning is not widely at hand. An upcoming publication
from the World Bank, the World Development Report for 2016, will
explore the Internet's "impact on economic growth, on social and
economic opportunity, and on the efficiency of public service
delivery" [5]. Education is both a basic human right and a core
element of sustainable development [3]. Education allows people to
build more successful lives and societies to reach economic
prosperity and social benefits. Access to the Internet is basic to
achieving this version for the future. The Internet has cool potential
to improve the quality of education in many ways, which is one of
the columns of maintainable development.
Fortunately, today students are interested in exploring
opportunities and discovering new ways in which they can use the
Internet to upgrade education outcomes. Teachers use online
materials to prepare lessons, and students to extend their range of
learning. Interactive teaching methods, supported by the Internet,
allow teachers to give more attention to individual students‘ demands
and support shared learning.
The Internet has led to important innovations in educational
content. Open educational resources (OER) and Massive Online
Open Courses (MOOCs) bypass intellectual property constraints by
making course materials from one country available to students in
another [1]. But apart from using some great internet sites for
specifically practicing your English grammar, reading, etc. there are
some other ways you can use the internet to study English.
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Listening to and reading news articles is a good way to
practice because the language of news channels is clear and direct.
Also, the content is always fresh and you will never get bored by
reading or listening to some information. No matter what your
interests, the news plays a big role in our everyday routine. Anyway
learning English through the news, with options for reading articles
online, listening to news podcasts or watching news videos on an app
– all on your own time and wherever you like is the great benefit.
These days each person can explore some great news
resources for English learners. Here is a list of sources which users
can read:
E-News is one of the best news sites built specifically for an
English-learner audience. Articles also come with audio files, with
the speed quickening gradually from elementary to advanced [2].
Voice of America English News (VOA) is VOA‘s multimedia
source of news and information for millions of English learners
worldwide with different levels [2].
The New York Times‘ Times Minute: Short Videos of News
They don‘t take long to watch, as most videos are within two
minutes. Basically, they‘re short and interesting – ideal for
improving listening skills [2].
BBC World Service‘s Global News Podcast: World News on
the Go This daily podcast from BBC World Service is ideal for
improving your listening skills while commuting or doing chores
around the house [2].
Also there are so many interesting bloggers today. Everyone
can find Google for bloggers on any topic and start following them.
For example, if you are into music, then try music bloggers! But,
always remember that just because someone blogs in English a lot, it
does not mean they are the mastery on English writing and grammar.
It may include slang and swear words. A more formal way to ensure
you are following blogs that are probably written by someone who is
professional in their writing or has some background, is following
blogs of many of your favorite occupations.
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Instagram is also the perfect platform for learning. Instagram
makes this easier for you through their saving post schedule. Users
can follow different English-speaking accounts. For example, if you
like baking, follow bakers who post in English. Of course, in order to
practice your writing skills, you need to write. Again, a platform like
Instagram permits to do this easily and without having to write
essays. Users needn‘t always be focused on grammar materials and
new phrasal verbs. It happens naturally through massive information.
Each person can read, watch, laugh, enjoy, and make an Instagram
experience as much fun as possible.
As can be seen Internet access gives great opportunities for
education authoritative to improve the quality of education for
individual learners and contribute to national economic and social
welfare. The internet is full of sites specifically for practicing and
learning English. Everyone can also use internet based resources that
are not specifically directed at improving the English language in a
more interesting way.
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